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SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT

New Mede Chat Support Feature

Do you have support questions or problems for Mede to
address but want to avoid playing phone tag? Now you
can log in to Client Support and use Mede Chat to start

http://www.medeanalytics.com/
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an online conversation with us. Opening additional lines
of communication is yet another way to ensure we are
always listening.

Back to top

WHAT'S TRENDING

Bridge the Gap with
Actionable Insights

As organizations shift to value-based care, alignment of
payers and providers is key to achieving care, cost, and
quality goals. Analytics plays a key role in integrating
data to measure performance, eliminate duplicative
care, and identify at-risk patients for interventions. Find
out what payers and providers really think about their
collaboration efforts and the role of analytics in value-
based care.

VIEW INFOGRAPHIC

Back to top

https://medeanalytics.com/resources/aligning-quality-with-data-infographic/
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CLIENT SPOTLIGHT

Leading the Pack: Ardent Health
Services and the Role of Data in
Revenue Integrity

Ardent Health Services is a shining example of a health
system that is finding unprecedented success using
data analytics to improve clinical coding and
documentation across their 31 facilities. Watch our on-
demand webinar to find out how Ardent is using
MedeAnalytics Revenue Integrity to ensure claims
accuracy, perform retrospective reviews and leverage
data to adjust CDI staffing.

WATCH ON-DEMAND WEBINAR

Back to top

SOLUTIONS SPOTLIGHT

https://medeanalytics.com/resources/ardent-health-services-and-the-role-of-data-in-revenue-integrity/
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MedeCreate

MedeCreateTM takes the MedeWorksTM platform to the
next level with platform-as-a-service capabilities. Now
you can quickly build, customize and implement
business-critical analytics applications to:

Provide a single source of truth on one platform to
deliver meaningful, actionable insights
Reduce the costs associated with creating
analytics applications
Reduce implementation times from 12-18 months
to potentially 14-30 days
Avoid multiple point solutions that add cost and
complexity

VIEW THE DATA SHEET

Five Ways to Ensure Profitability
and Performance with Analytics

With the shift to value-based care, today's health
systems are focused more on reducing costs and
boosting operational performance. Read this infographic
to learn how analytics can help your organization
maximize profitability and performance by:

Evaluating service line profitability
Increasing labor productivity and reducing supply
spend
Optimizing operating room usage and emergency
department efficiency

VIEW INFOGRAPHIC

https://medeanalytics.com/resources/medecreate/?utm_medium=email&utm_source=newsletter
https://medeanalytics.com/resources/5-ways-to-ensure-profitability-and-performance-with-analytics/
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10 Steps to Improving Revenue
Cycle Management

A unified view of revenue sheds light on opportunities so
organizations can take control of missed revenue, lost
revenue, and revenue at risk. We've gathered some
revenue cycle management best practices to help you:

Increase point-of-service collections
Accelerate business office collections
Target priority accounts

REVIEW THE REST OF THE STEPS

Back to top

PARTNERS SPOTLIGHT

Mede Partners with
Recondo Technology

MedeAnalytics recently announced a new partnership
with Recondo Technology. It is one that promises to
make hospital revenue cycle transactions nearly
seamless experiences, while unlocking data insights at
all levels of the revenue cycle. The combined offering
merges two best-in-breed technologies: automated
communication with payers and RCM workflows and
analytics. The solution helps hospitals:

https://medeanalytics.com/resources/10-steps-to-improving-revenue-management/?utm_medium=email&utm_source=newsletter
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Gain efficiencies in the revenue cycle
Prevent lost or missed revenue by identifying
revenue at risk
Analyze payer intelligence and other financial
health data
Create a plan to reduce revenue leaks
Reach cost and quality objectives

READ THE PRESS RELEASE

Back to top

IN THE NEWS

Mede in headlines
and on the blog

MedeAnalytics and UST Global Announce Partnership
to Launch MedeCreateTM

MedeAnalytics Quality Management Achieves 2019
Certification from NCQA for HEDIS® Certified Measures

Is the Future of Analytics in Healthcare, Enterprise
Analytics? - Industry Perspectives from HIMSS 2019

Cindi Carter Joins MedeAnalytics as Chief Security
Officer

Using Analytics to Intelligently Reduce Avoidable ED
Visits

https://medeanalytics.com/company/newsroom/press-releases/recondo-technology-and-medeanalytics-partner-to-create/
https://medeanalytics.com/company/newsroom/press-releases/medeanalytics-and-ust-global-announce-partnership-to-launch-medecreate/?utm_medium=email&utm_source=newsletter
https://medeanalytics.com/company/newsroom/press-releases/medeanalytics-quality-management-achieves-2019-certification-from-ncqa-for-hedis-certified-measuressm-for-the-sixth-consecutive-year/?utm_medium=email&utm_source=newsletter
https://www.healthcareittoday.com/2019/03/07/enterprise-analytics-industry-perspectives-from-himss-2019/?utm_medium=email&utm_source=newsletter
https://medeanalytics.com/company/newsroom/press-releases/cindi-carter-joins-medeanalytics-as-chief-security-officer/?utm_medium=email&utm_source=newsletter
https://medeanalytics.com/blog/?utm_medium=email&utm_source=newsletter
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UPCOMING EVENTS

HCCA Compliance Institute
April 7 -10, 2019 - Boston, MA

Webinar: New Innovations for Patient Access
April 17, 2019, 2:00 to 3:00 pm ET

Blue Cross Blue Shield 2019 National Summit
April 29 - May 2, 2019 - Grapevine, TX

Webinar: Automate Your Authorizations with
MedeAnalytics and Recondo
May 15, 2019, 1:00 to 2:00 p.m. ET

HFMA Annual Conference
June 23-26, 2019 - Orlando, FL

Back to top
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